Software Engineer SDK
Metrological is quickly growing (inter-)nationally and therefore we are looking for expansion of our current
team with a Software Engineer SDK.
Short introduction to Metrological
Metrological provides a software solution (software platform) to TV operators worldwide (in more than 30
countries) which allows them to make apps available on TVs. Next to providing the platform Metrological
makes an SDK available which enables external international parties to develop applications for the
Metrological application platform.
What will you do?
On a regular week your activities will be:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supporting external parties in complex technical issues, providing SDK training, tracking and
expanding the (online) SDK documentation and the SDK FAQ.
Review code of applications developed by external partners using the Metrological SDK
Supporting external partners building/finalizing applications
Spending time and effort solving issues reported by externals
Documenting best practices per platforms/scenario as lessons learned
Provide on-site support during the international appathons that we organize
You will also yourself develop apps for our application platform where time allows.

What are we looking for?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You show initiative, are pro-active, responsive and keen to get things resolved;
You are strong in communication, both internally and externally;
You like helping and supporting others;
You’re experienced with engineering support and have excellent debugging sklils in software
products;
Bachelor’s degree in computer science, software engineering or similar (must);
At least 3 years of relevant work experience with frontend programming languages, in particular
Javascript, CSS and HTML (must);
Experience with NodeJS (pre);
You have an excellent command of English language, in word and in writing;
Furthermore, you are accurate, you work structured and you are a team player, who takes
responsibility and is well able to work independently.

Why are we the best company to currently work?

•
•
•

Metrological is a very innovative and dynamic company in the digital TV industry.
The office is located in the heart of Rotterdam and can best be described as a modern and
inspiring work environment with an informal but professional atmosphere.
With a close-knit team of over 60 young and ambitious employees, the company works daily on
the (continued) development of the application platform for TV operators.

We offer
Salary depends on knowledge and experience. Metrological will keep on growing which means the
internal (growth) possibilities are virtually unlimited.

We offer you a position where you can relinquish your creativity and work on the product of the future.
You have a workplace within an inspiring environment with the latest equipment, so that you can get the
best out of yourself.
How to apply?
Send your CV with a motivation letter pointing out why you would like to apply for this position to Nienke
Jongejan.
E: recruitment@metrological.com
M: +31 6 83799348

